




from While I’m Writing...
by Chus Pato, tr. Erín Moure, extract from Secession (Vigo: Galaxia, 2009).

March 6

Yes, any ritornello will help me face the night, all the terrifying

nights. I sleep with an image of sky that for me matches night sky

–the lights of the small city where I live tinge the firmament a

brownish colour, almost red,– tomorrow I’ll watch waters run in the

muddy fields / like cataracts, the goats, sheep, shepherd, scant plants

in the form of stars with tiny flowers that grow between the synthetic

paving stones of the garden, diamonds in the buds of the bare trees.

March 17

Today the narcissi flowered; seeing them, the sensation is that of

living at the close of the 18
th
 century, soon news will come of

revolution in France. A poet crosses the channel from Great Britain,

arrives on the continent, sees the narcissi, heads toward a future

people, on these roads he will find that future people.

April 1

The poem speaks identity, when the star raises us to a power of

language that is identity, countering dreams and tombs.



April 3

It could be that the poet is he or she who makes their disposition

coincide with the identity of a given language. The identity of a given

language, any language, pronounces the world but its declarations

don’t converge with the world.

Perhaps (psychology?) being a poet means assuming the caesura,

constituting oneself in secession, in the very impossibility that

languages can link words and things. A poet asserts I     I is an
unpopulated place, a silence, a cut, a distance.

Over this horizon a given language looms, the strings of languages

pulse in this freedom (of the lute, echo, wind), rhythm reverberates.

A poet listens to the cadence, the infinite voices of the world –freed

and enslaved– that never correspond to, and never will conform with

the world. A poet remembers the writings that preceded her, those to

come, those not yet born. A poet admires the images that burgeon

from the material velocity that is a chord, a dream, a voice. A poet

knows words will never have the power to harmonize. That no poem

will ever be its own master, nor will it master the language, or the

world.

April 5

A language dances on this blade-edge, howls in the desert, about this

independence

A poet is as close to a privation of language as can be settled on. The

language passes through a poet –just as we cross an open field–

passes through the inorganic, through the vegetal republic, placates

beasts, enchants, calms.

I spew out / this drama /       dark flash             (you)



April 8

I read the last pages of No Place On Earth, the dialogue between
Karoline von Günderrode and Kleist. I underline (…) Consanguinity
as a good, no one had ever considered this. The kinship that
attenuates the distress felt before that alien sex to whom one can
never surrender. And suddenly I realize that lions don’t strike deals
with humans but that warriors, men and women, do suffer from

boundaries: to be lion, lioness, Achilles, Penthesilea, lion, lioness

wounded in the hunts of Ashurbanipal, the arrow that splinters the

thorn of love (…) sometimes it’s unbearable to me that nature has
divided human beings into men and women. To give birth to what
kills me, and in the tomb my two Is meet up in surprise.
Even so I think the I of a poet is not a divided instance but a
segregation itself, that the I of a poet (in the new psychology?) fully
coincides yes with the division, thus advances not in a rhythm of

contraries but in the chords of an independence.

Wondering if it’s possible to draw a roboportrait of a contemporary

poet.

April 16

They wander under the bridges. She, pointing out the vertiginous

arch of the viaduct, says: “our violence was real, a distress at the

world. The real is the opposite of the market: doesn’t carry meaning,

demonstrates the ferocity of flesh.”



April 20

The words of Literature adapt only to the howl of pain, to the howl of

pleasure.

The density of a poem can’t be measured except by this harmony

with material.

Articulating the howl, introducing it into words, that explosion.

Being incapable, getting close, doing it.

The poem is future politics

The future politics is the real

The real are the inhabitants of the poem

The inhabitants of Literature are anonymous, a future people.

April 22

A writing is an insurrection of the language. It produces itself in the

desert by emanation, assumes the real in the insurrection of language,

articulates the howl, the howl of a native tongue.

The I of a poet (psychology?) is a secession, doesn’t substitute,
doesn’t transport, doesn’t carry meaning.

Aesthetics is that writing which assumes the howl of the animal, the

lament of Hades

(rural life interred forever)

April 23

A poet spends her life writing poems, just so that some line, some

tiny fragment enters the memory and dream of the language.

As a cataclysm or splendour, her name (Ferrín, Novoneyra,

Hölderlin, Rosalía) is remembered, or the title of one of his books, a

miniscule portion to reconstruct the vista or the smallest word that

renews the sonic key of the language

and the ivy that covers the walls,

the vegetation on the floor of the heart

flourish.



April 29

Like how we walk across an open field

like a bullet that in its trajectory opens air, enters flesh that takes it in

and shuts over it like a nocturnal flower

language slips, slips sideways, in the tombs

through the mouth crater

through the esophagus cavern

activates this insurrection

–it’s a problem of civilization, we people already can’t stand the

world we live in

–no, I don’t believe my poems are cryptic, I don’t believe legacies

are cryptic

September 1

When we say “the entire body of an animal is a prosthesis” we are

trying to indicate that it uses its body in its totality. We on the other

hand need prostheses, external technology (the voice, articulated

language, echo) and large and extensive zones of our body have

withdrawn to live in areas of comfort.

The voice, the language, a poem all work on our behalf. A poem is

prosthesis, technology for life, for what zone?, which organ(s),

area(s) subsist anaesthetized in exchange for a poem?

November 24

That technologies and creatures don’t coincide with words, that

words can’t incarnate nor create the world / only stay in it as do the

living –a bifacial flint, a goddess, mountains– is the supreme

dynamis of a poem (language)



December 30

In a Literature, words are the irremediable absence of objects that, on

another hand, are not entirely different from this absence and vice-

versa; but this “vice-versa” doesn’t apply because we can affirm

“objects are the irremediable absence of words that name them and

that, on the other hand, are not entirely different from this absence;”

what doesn’t meet the proof of consistency is “in a Literature objects

are the irremediable absence, etc.” The same goes for emotions,

feelings, etc.

In a poem objects don’t exist, nor emotions, nor feelings, only words

that are the irremediable absence of the aesthetic they provoke

January 1

Later and for a friend, she notes: “the way I see it, a poem is a double

quaking (aura, fracture); language sprouts from the expansion of

physis – a language quickly codified in the tongue of the social

majority; when this language overflows, a poem is born. A poem is

the largest possible distance between creatures and names, perhaps

this is why these words, despite their phantasmal condition (desire)

can speak (capture, frame) the creatures of the world.”

***



March 21

A horde is when we weren’t yet humans and after; the horde opens

time –primogenital time– it’s the ape with its affirmation of future,

pre-paleolithic, yes; a horde is a glob of shelter that harbours a

multiplicity of glands, of knowledge; a horde is an idea of maximal

sonospheric and iconic cohesion but that transits and moves in every

direction, is permeable and osmotic with all it encounters, drags,

polarizes and gathers into itself materials that come into being

outside it; hordes are a fold continually unfolding.

This concept of horde starts too from the Deleuzian rhizome but has

passed through nation (identity, identifications) and is stateless;

finally the horde is a measure, a non-authoritarian rhythm of

transport and dislocation (metaphor), of displacement dizzying or

very slow, it produces itself as if in waiting, in suspension, in a void,

in a desert; hordes are a process that strides toward a greater freedom

of practice and vital poetic theory.

Hordes communicate with our (lost) animality, bring zones into the

present that are common to us and other mammals, we travel with

them to a night in which dreams, pain and expressions of pleasure

can’t be masked and connect us with areas of shamanic density; they

mount the heart of the empire as if the names of empire are spoken

and time governed in their favour; they are difference, that which is

always truth and the empire can’t contradict them and they are

destruction for the empire.

Just as emotion in its own time is the turbulence of the equinox, a

bright seminar, intense happiness that recalls old militancy, against

Francoism, and dialogued in youthful conversation; in the north

because these entrails-cloud take place on an island, in the Atlantic,

and encompass a commonality of three continents and the nation and

the refugee camps of the Saharan struggle (Galicia).

The horde is a womb or native cupola permeable to the world.



Singular and without peer, the horde inscribes itself on a base that

can elect to be navigation chart, helicoidal column, lichen, bubble,

barrens.

The native tongue is a being of the horde, the poem conducts it into

its own confines, to its extremes which is how the language is

spoken.

A horde is more than the void, more than destruction, but before this,

before this there was no world, the language is how the world is

spoken

Metaphor is when the signified/signifier barrier explodes in the air

The mind is outside with love and the cosmos

The mind is a literary spectre.

***

translated 6 December 2008, revised 1 July 2009

in Montreal



Poet and translator Erín Moure makes a special stop at the Olive to

launch My Beloved Wager, just out from Edmonton’s own NeWest
Press. The book records a quarter century of writing practice

emerging from a city of exhilarating poetic and translatory

possibility: Montreal, where Moure settled after growing up in

Alberta. The linguistic-sculptural interventions and essays

contained in My Beloved Wager reveal why Moure has bet her life
on poetry. Noted American critic Marjorie Perloff calls it “dazzling,”

and U.S. critic and poet Rachel Blau Duplessis says “Moure’s

collection of essays and commentaries offers a responsive,

penetrating, and alert justification for the arts of poetry and

translation as radical practices of form, content, sound, ideology—

and being.”

As well as writing poetry, Erín Moure translates it from Portuguese

(Pessoa), Galician (Pato), French (Brossard) and Spanish (Ajens).

Her own most recent book of poetry is O Cadoiro (Anansi, 2007) and
she will be back in Edmonton in spring 2010 to launch a

collaborative poetic work with poet and translator Oana

Avasilichioaei involving translational foments, Expeditions of a
Chimæra (BookThug, fall 2009).




